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SUMMARY 
Results ;re presented for an experimental space shuttle stage separation 
plume jnlpingement program conducted in the NASA-Marshdl Space Flight Center's - # 
Impulse Base Flow Facility (IBFF). Major objectives of the investigation were - 
to: 
. - 
- .  
1. Determine the degree of dual engine exhaust plume simulation - - 
ottaincs using the equivalent engine; - - .  
2. Determine the a2plicability of the ana1yticd.techniques; and ' *  -- 
3. < 'btain data applicable for use in full-scale studies. 
The IBFF tests determined the orbiter rocket motor plume impingement loads, - 
both pressure and heating, on a 3% General Dynamics B-15B booster config- 
uration in a quiescent environment simulating a nominal staging altitude of 
73.2 km (240,000 ft). The data included plume surveys of two 396 scale orbiter 
nozzles, and a 4.242% scaled "equivalentt' nozzle - equivalent in the sense t-hat -- 
it was designed to have the same nozzle -throat -tc-area ratio as the two 3% 
nozzles and, within the tolerances assigned for machining the hardware, this 
was accomplished. 
The IBFF :s a short-duration test facility utilizing scaled versions of 
hot-flaw rocket motors. Combustion chamber temperatures a r e  full-scale 
values while the operating pressures may or may not match full-scale values. 
The combustion products and r e su l t i~g  species a r e  equivalent t o  prototype - 
values . 
vii 
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A* - throat cross-sectional area, cm 2 (in. 2 ) 
UA* --. . expansion ratio 
equivalent nozzle exit plane diameter, c m  (in) 
- 
- 
hidrogen charge tube or basems hydrogen ; -1- 




m mass flow, -gm/sec (lb/s ec) 
oxygen charge tube or  gaseous oxygen 
4 ~. 
O T  total pressure probe in oxygen charge tube 
2 2 
"combustion chamber pressure, ~ / c m  (lb/in. ) 
- 
2 2 P* 
\ 
: I- : 
0 
0 
pitot total pressure, ~ / c m  (lb/in ) f 
PX,L ' local measured pressure on impinzement model, ~ / c m  2 (lbiiit. 2 ) 
=mP I- - static pressure tap approximately 0.48 cm from exit plane 
'4 - 
.- 1. I -. .cfnozzle - 
2 2 
il heating *Ate, watts/m (~tu/ft -sec) 
radial -distqnce, cm (in.) 
: throat radius, cm (in.) 
- - i f 
;; X -axid dititande downstream of nozzle exit plane, crn (in.) 
.'. 
'? Y radial distaiice-from nozzle centerline, cm (in.) 
-- 
6 1 12. Z - -  radial distance from nozzle centerline, cm (in.) 
Greek 
t 
- angle of incidence of orbi=er engine centerline relative to top i 









impact probe angle, deg 
see Fig. 7 
plume jet 
freestream 
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The analysis of nozzle flows and the expanding plume has been the 
subject of inany analytical and experimental programs in the past. The 
state of the art  in analytical and empirical plume -definition has progressed 
significantly in the past few years, in particular the capability to predict - 
the impingement effects on a body immersed in the plume flow field (Refs. 
- 
1 through - 12). '. 
The gasdynamic analysis of the plume and the appropriate scaling 
for -proper plume simulation have been the subject of most of 
these studies: Reference 12 provides a complete set c; usable data for a 
plume impingement study in the' form of nozzle analysis, plume definitian 
and plume impingement. oh impact probes, a flat plate and q ~ a r t e  r -cylisidet. 
Both analytical and experimental- results are  presented. 
 he- major problems associated with plume impingement in relation 
to recent space flight tasks have concentrated on the plume expansion and 
the resultant loads from typical attitude coatrol and aw5liary propulsion 
systems. With the concepts as  envisioned for the apace shuttle program 
the exposed surfaces subjected-to impingement loading resulting from stage 
separation and the ensuing orbiter e~g ine  burn create some possible control 
problems (see, e.g., Refs. 13 and 14). 
The capability doe3 not exist (within presently known techniques) to 
analyze a multiplwne flow field .such as that which will be found on the space 
shuttle orbiter vehicle without resorting to extremely cumbersome and time - 
consuming techniques. The interactions between the individual nozzle plumes 
cannot be defined analytically, and no empirical techniques are  known to exist. 
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A technique was used, as  reported in Ref. 15, to predict impingement 
loading on a shuttle vehicle by predicting the loads thai: result from a single 
nozzle. The method is termed the "effective" o r  "equivalenttt plume analyt- 
ical techniq~e. This technique can, for more than five nozzle diameters 
downstream of the exit plane, effectively simulate the corresponding analyt- 
ical plume periphery shape of a shuttle orbiter engine assembly. Prior  to 
this test there was a lack of experimental data to which results obtained by 
this technique could be directly compared. This was therefore one of the 
basic purposes in utilizing both the equivalent nozzle and the dual nozzle a s -  
sembly. A seconda~y purpose for using the single equivalent nozzle was to 
check out the operational characteristics of the hardware. 
The purpoze of this report is to present the results of an experimentz.1 
program based on this technique and the cbmparisons of pressures and heat - 
ing rates based on the model motor operating conditions. 
The plume local flow properties a r e  computed using theoretical flow- 
field results obtained from the Lockheed Method-of-Characteristics Computer 
Program (Ref. 16) which have been stored previously on magnetic rape. Rea, 
gas equilibrium o r  frozen ther=nochemical data a re  obtained from the com- 
puter grains of Refs. 17 and 18, respectively. Effects which can be in- 
cluded the p lu re  calculations are: (1) treatment of shock waves; (?) fuel 
striations; (3) nozzle effects; (4) nozzle boundary layer; and ( 5 j  plume external 
flow conditions. The stagnation point heat transfer theory used in calculating 
the heating rate indicator i s  that of Fay and Riddell (Ref. i9) .  Reference 20 
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Section 2 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1 FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Impulse Base Flow Facility (IBFF) consists of a vacuum tank, 
vaccum pumping s;stem, nozzle model with aupply tubes, gas handling sys - 
tern and required-instrumentation. Figure 1 is a schematic of the facility 
layout. References 21 and 22 present detailtid information on the facility and 
i ts  operating characteristics. 
The environmental chamber is a mild steel tank, 5.5 m (18 ft) i I di - 
arneter and 7.9 m (26 4) Long. The chamber can be evacuated t o  5.0 x 
t o r r  for altitude simulations in excess of 91 km (300,OOC ft). The chamber 
is evacuated in three steps: 
3 3 
Equalize the chamber pressure  with a 1189 m (42,OOC ft ) vacuum 
sphere to 0.2 ~ / c r n ~  (15mm Hg); 
-4 2 Evacuate the chamber to  6 x 10 ~ / c m  (50 microns Hg) with 
mechanical pump and blower booster; and 
- 5 Further  evacuate by diffusion pump to  0.6 x 10 ~ / c m  2 
(0.5 micron Hg). 
A highly underexpanded plume, with an environmental chamber back 
-5 2 pressure of 0.6 x 10 ~ / c m  (0.5 micron Ng), results in an effective pressure-  
altitude simulation during testing oA 35 km (3 10,000 ft). 
TEST 'TECHNIQUE 
Figure 2 is a schematic of a typ.crl hot-flax. model arrd the associated 
wave process. The charge tubes (hydrcgen a s  the fuel and oxygen a s  the oxi- 
dizer) a r e  prepared a t  the rated presslire required for the particular test. A 
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. . - . -  . 
mylar dixphragm- restrains the f l w  of th2 H2 -*d-O2 from the mixing voltmie -r -- 
. . 
=I. -. . 
of the test model (in this case cither the scaled equivalent . .  engine o r t h e  scrled, - ' @.-: 
. - 0 .qG; 
orbiter engines). A multiblade -- cutter ruptures the charge tube diaphragm. - ; 
-- &- Although this i s  a multilayer. s'inde diaphragm, each_charge tube is ruptured . - .-. p-: 
- simultaneously. The oxipizer/fuel flaws info the mixing' rea of the system. f l  r-i 
- 
. ~.. 
k j  ; ;:: 
At the s a l e  instant,. an expansion wave and a shock wave a re  initiated a t  the 
- 
. .- 
line of the diaphragm rupture. As the process continues, the pressure rises c .  : : .  
continuously in the mixing area ;ad- combustion chamber. At a predesigned . :- - ~  -. - :..  
! .- 
. - 
pressure level, a.rny1.r diaphragm in the combustion c h a b e r  region at the : 
nozzle entrance i s  ruptured by an- overstress & the diaphragm. ~his.:sec&nd~ 
- .  
D ;I . i .: 
. :. 
. - diaphragm ensures that a sharp line ekists between the k i t i a ipbw and choked : -. 
conditions in the stagnation region of the nozzle. The initial.shock proceeds B : I #  
down the nozzle and.into the- dump (environmental chamber) tank. The ifiitial . . -@. 
. . 
expansion wave moves simultaneously through the charge tubes in upstream - i.: 
direction. : ; 
The rarefaction waves in the  c h ~ r g e  h b e s  proceed a t  different speeds, 
since the speed of souild in the hydrogen tube i: approximately four times that 
in the oxygen tube. This fact i s  accounted for by making the hydrogen charge 
tube approximately four times the length of the oxygen charge tube. 
As 'the initial shock passes a given point in the flow field (e.,g.,  the 
exit pl;.;.e of Ir.e nozzle), the useful run time for the test begins. The expan- 
sion waves are  reflected from the closed end of the charge k h e s  and move 
downstream. The passage 09 the reflected wave :- past the initiation point 
(nozzle exit plane) is consider~d the end O F  the ubefu; run time. The total 
process, from diaphragm rupture to the end of the usefill run time i s  approx- - 
irnately 1.5 to 20 rnsec, and the useful run time i s  6 to 10 rnsec. 
2.3 INSTRUMENTATION 
For a typical test, all information must be acquired within 10 msec. 
. . 
For these tests, a digital data acc,*lisition system operating at either 40,000, 
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.- - ( ; . 80.00d.*r 160.000 samples per_seiond was used. The data acquisition syr - 
tern employed for -the fir& phase has a 3 2-channel capacity and was operated 
( . at the 80.000 samp1e.s-per-second ra te  which gave a single channel speed of 
- . .  ' = five test frames e\iery two milliseconds; A 60-channel F M  multiplex data 
.- acquisition system with a 40,000-sam~les-~er  -'second rate was employed for the 




Two t ipes  of transducers were used during these tests. High - 
leyel pressures were measured with Kistler transducers, a piezoelectric in - 
8 strument w h v e  charge output is converted to a high-level voltage with a multi- 
range charge amplifier. Low level pressures were measured w i t h - ~ i d ~ n e  
--. 
C -  transducers, a double-coil. variable rel;:lance diaphragm instrument used when high sensitivity and fast response a r e  required. Both tra-nsducers a re  
calibrated . . by applying a known pressure arid recording the output voltage of 
. . 
,the t r  lnsducer. 
. Two types of heat sensors were used in this experimental program, 
both were  thin film units (Astzo-Spacc Lahorzrtories, Inc.). The heat sensors 
I 
- located in tne ieadins edge of the 1-.?rtical tail employed a contoured pyrex 
substrate that matched the airfoil section used for the taill. The other heat 
I sensars,located on the booster fuselage and on the side of the tail, (at 40% chord) were flat-faced gages. Both senso.rs utilized a thin (1000 angstroms) 
strip of platinum fltla'n mounted on a substrate of pyrex. The standard sen- 
sors E.sve a nominal room temperature resistance of 100 ohms, a resistance - 
temperature relationship of .~pproximately 0.18 ohm per clegree Celsius, and 
a sensitivity of 0.0023 ohm per ohim per degree Celsius. The response t i p -  
of these sensors is 0.1 to ? microseconds. 
The reference pressure of the environmental charnber was monitozed 
with an Alphatron system. and t he  charge  tube pressures were 2-formined 
using a Bourdon tube system. 
2.4 MODELS 
The test rnoclels, di~rcribed below, include the two 3% scaled cjrbiter 
2-3 
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motors,  the scaled 4.242% equivalent motor,  impact probe and the aft third of 
a scaled 3%GeneralDynamics B-15B Booster. Only the aft portion of the boostcr 
was constructed since t h i s  i s  the only par t  which would e x p e ~ i e n c e  plume im- 
pingement. The model was designeci and built by C o w a i r  Aerospace so  that 
the remaining fuselage sections could be added i f  future testing dictated that 
the complete configuration be used. An additional feature-of the model allows 
a different wing to be attached by rotating the fuselage 130 deg about the model 
centerline t o  simulate a high wing configuration. The model fuselage and 
ver t ical  tai l  were  directly scaled. The wing was a flat plate of the cor rec t  
p l an fo~m,  but which did not duplicate the airfoil  section of the r e a l  wing. 
The model was constructed of severa l  aluminum sections and accached 
to a steel  sting that matched the support system requirements of the IBFF. 
2.4.1 Dual and Equivalent Nozzles 
The analytical capabilities within the s ta te  of the a r t  of gasclynamic 
analysis of nozzle flow and plume expansion flow fields do not include the capa- 
bi l i ty  of rapidly analyzing the resultant flsw field produced by two o r  more 
interacting nozzle plumes. The fact that this flowfield analysis requires con- 
siderable computer t ime and is exceedingly cumbersome produces not only the 
basic question of how the plume properties can be detel  lined, but a l so  the 
effects of impingerr.ent. The plume expansion will inter,ect in  basically the 
region of keenest in teres t ,  the near  field region cf x/Dexit - < 5. Because of 
the complexity of the flow, the only parameters  which can  be used to  duplicatj  
the llowfield effect a r e  the engine operating parameters ,  the engine mass  flow 
(total) and the scale size. Although engine operating parameters  do not simu- 
late the full-scale vehicle f rom the standpoint of the "p-lu scaling law (Refs. 2 
and 7), they a r e  scaled for mass  flows and combustion products. Since the 
combustion products a r e  not al tered by changes in scale size,  this leaves the 
mass  flows to be considered for scaling purposes along wi,h geornetri.: scaling. 
Thus, to allow analytical assessment  of plume properties based on ope .-a- 
ting conditions of the dual-engine assembly,  the equivalent m a s s  flow of the 
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. tlual-cnginc assembly Inust bt: t h c  con( rolling pa  1-an~etc 1- for s c n l i ~ ~ g  
the "equivalent" nozzle. (See Fig. 3 for a schematic of tho equivalent nozzle 
and Table 1 for the equivzlent nozzle contours.) The geometry of the equiv- 
alent engine is the sanlt  1 ihat used in the 3% moael, ~ i t h  the scale factor 
based on .identical mass  flows resulting in a scale si"e of 4.242% for  the 
single zquivalent engine. 
The equivalent nozzle was used for all baseline measurements. and 
analytical analyses for plume predictions, as -uell a s  to  a s s e s s  opera- 
tional characteristics of the o v e ~ a l l  system. These conditions were used 
to compare booster model impingemen, data with the dual-engine assembly 
in both vertical and horizontal orientations. 
The t rue scaled nozzle and combustion chamber pressure would 
4 
require, for actual viscous t e r m s  simulation, a pressure of 7 x 10 ~ / c m  2 
2 (108,000 lb/in. ), which i s  not feasible to  consider. Therefore, a nominal 
2 
combustion chamber pressure of 689 ~ / c m ~  (1000 lb i in  ) was chosen for 
- - .  
convenience. Since the full- scale vehicle requires a combus tion chamber 
2 2 pressure of three times this value, 2100 ~ / c m  (3000 lb/in ), the presscye 
ratio across  the jet at  the exit plane refererced to freestream pressure 
(P./P ) is a factor of three too .ow to simulate the-P. /P a t  73 km (240,000 I co J 00 
ft) for the full-scale vehicle. In order to maintain the nominal pressure 
ratio, the environmental dv-np tank was maintained a t  a pressure cor re-  
sponding to a slightly higher altitude. This pressure difference made the 
proper adjustment for ~ i r n d s t i r , ~  the pressure ratio required to allow the 
full plume expamion found at 73 km (240,OOa ft)  operating at a combustion 
cham. r pressure of 2100 F4/crn2 (3000 lb/in2). 
See Reference 23 for a complete description of the analytical tech- 
- - 
niques employed for this tes t  program and an assevsmcnfof the analytical/ 
expe rirnental data. 
The operating conditions and gkometry of the dual and equivalent 
.. , 
.,F 
5:. / engine systems a r e  shown in the,table on the following page. 
..- {- 
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f Engine P a r a ~ n e t c  r r - ---- Dual I Equivalent 
2 1 f P . ~ / c m  iib!in.2) i 689.5 (10GO\ f 689.5 ; 1000) 
0 4 I I ; 269.4 (9.592) I !  i I 1 fh. gm;'scc (1b:scc) 269.4 (0.502) i I * j r . cm (in.) 
i 




The two simulzteci orbi ter  motors (Fig. 1) utilized i2 these  tes ts  were  
3 7 ~  scd? mcdels designed b>- L-ockheed-fiuntsville Research & Ligineeiing 
Center an6 fabricated in the X--A-MSFC s h ~ p s .  The baseline nozzle cantour 
Qr Aerojet GenerzlEs 400,000 !bs thrust  engine (Ref. 24) \\-as simulated i s  
clos-iy a s  pcssiiule (Table 2) without resort ing t o  the extremes whit!.. 1s-odd 
be re9uircd for sca!ing the surface roughness. T!le ncces saq -  degree of 
sczling *he surface rolighness of the models to  that of rhe actul-l hardware is 
a t  present a n  unkno~vn quantity (Ref. 2)*. The u p s ~ r e a m  portions of the motors,  
shown scf iemzt ic~i ly  i ~ l  Fig- 5 were  a l so  not scaled. The  mixing and combus - 
tion chambers were  not simulzted, co r  were  the injection systems for the fuel/ 
oxidizer combication. The stagnation chamber p re s sa re s  were  different f rom 
both the full scale values and simulation requiremerits presented in Kef. 2 a s  
necessary to  a :co-ant for nozzle Reynolds number, but the oxidizer -to-fxel 
ra t io  was correlated with that of full sczle ,  using ga!jeous oxygen and hvdrogen 
constituents {or s i rzJa t ion  purpcjscs. This r e s d t e d  in the proper combustion 
prodbcts anci species breakclown. 
2.4.2 Engine Harciware 
Yhe ~ ~ ~ a b i l i t y  was designed into the ncrzle hardware to  accori:plish: 
* ~ s s i ~ n r n e n t  of a +0.005-inch tolerance for machining purposes precluded the 
possibility of exactly matching the prototype contour and maintaining the same 
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ver t i ca l  tX.-nginc orientation f o r  lo\v c r o s s r a n g c  s i rnula t im:  
horizontal  er.sinc oricntation io r  high c r o s s r a n g c  sitnulation; and 
s t o r e d  o r b i t e r  engine c o ~ t o b r  fo r  an  abor t  simulation. 
Th,n abor t  configuration i s  s imply  a s h o r t e r  cozzle f o r  th is  test ing pur -  
-. 
poce having an a r e a  rat io,  _4jK-, cf 9!: 1. T h e  technique fo r  t h e s e  t e s t s  w a s  
t o  have a separa t iqn  iine. as shown in  Fig. 4, i n  o r d e r  that  the  d o w n s t r e a ~ n  
end of the  nozzle can be removed f r o m  the  nczzle  zssembly.  
The ver t i ca l  and h ~ r i z o n t a i  orientat ions a r e  achieved by allowing rhe 
assembly  plate on which the  nozzles  a r e  meunted t o  bc ro ta ted  90 degrees .  
'T!?e dual engine o r  equi\-alent engine cenfiguratior. i s  installed by 
utilizing the appropriate port  housing. See Fig.  5 fo r  detzi ls .  
2.4.3 Impact  P r o b c s  
Tbr. plun,e flowfield impact  p r e s s u r e s  (pitot total)  w e r e  m e a s u r e d  with 
-Z 
probes  having the configurations shown in Fig. 6. The h p a c t  probe denoted 
1 as being P r o b e  P- was  used for  a l l  fiear-field measurements .  P r o b e  E was used fo r  in termedia te  messuremencs  and a l l  far-f ield m e z . s u r e ~ . e n t s .  Included 
I i n  Fig.  7 is a schemat ic  of the impact  ~ r o b e / o r b i t e r  nozzle a x i s  sys tem.  The  i m p ~ c t  probe ac5 mounting mechan i sm allowed the impact  prcbz to be aligned 
with the --low along a given direct ion,  which was  predicted as being the  angle 
I real ized by the s t roami ines  a t  that locals .  F i g u r e s  8, 9, and 10 are photo- 
1 graphs  of the impact  probes  and the eqsfivaler,: noz7?e, the two 3% horizontal  
a r rangement  and the two 3% ver t ica l  arrarigement.  F igures  !I through 34 are 
plots of the plume data.  
I 2.4.4 Stag?ztion I'sint Heatiny Rate P r o b e s  
6 The  st; :r --.ation point heat  t rar-sfer  r a t e s  for  thc exhauc: plumes w e r e  
1 m e a s u r e d  with p r  bes hzving the  configuration shown schemat ica l ly  in Fig. 6 
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and pictorially in Fig. 8. The stagnation heating rate probes consisted of a 
- 3 
2.06 c m  (0.81 in) diameter hemisphere--cylinder with a 0.318 -,m (0.125 in) 
- 
> diameter flat -faced thin film heat transfer gauge located s t  the stagnatior? 4 
! 
2.4.5 Booster 
The booster model emplcyed for these tests ,  .r 3% version of the 
General Dynarrtics low delta wing/vertical tail vehicie, is shou-n sckemai- 
~ - 
ically in Figs. 35, 35 and 37 with photographs of the actual model and support 6 
system siiourn in Figs. 38, 39 and 40. The schematics shown in Figs. 35 and 
- 3 
36 indicate 100 ins t rumenta t io~  ports with 60 allocated for pressure and 40 
1 
for thin film heat transfer measurements. 
- - 
-. 
The test  positions for the plume impingement t e s t s  on the General 
. - 
'Dyr.ainics model a r z  shown :n Fig. 41. The dimensions listed in Fig. 41 a r e  
-* 
all r e l ~ c i v e  to  the exit plane oi  the nozzle assembly being used, whether it i 
is the single o r  dual nozzle assembly. 
Since the nozzle assembly was fixed, angle of incidence was obtained 
by moving the booster reference point centerline with respect to the orbiter 
engine exit plane ccnterline. 
Figure 42 depicts the model geometry and engine arrangement ior  
this tes:. 
5.6 DATA TABULATION 
Tables 3 and 4 ard typical examples of the run log and reduced data o-it - 
put for the plume surveys and plume impingenient tests.  Because of the bulk 
2-8 
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of data accun~ulatcd during these tests,  thc run logs are not inc1udc.d in lhis 
report. Table 5 is an index of the plume impact pressure  surveys with the 
tabulated results included in Tables 6 through 82. Table 83 is an index oi the 
plume impact Iieatinc~ rate surveys with the tabulated results included in 
Tables 84 through 11 2. Table 11 3 is  an index of the booster impingement tes t  
conditions with the tab-dated results inclu6ed in Tables 114 through 179. A 
complete set  of the run loss is available through Xf iA-MSFC release author- 
izat ion. 
Thc data a s  shc.vn in Table 4, \t-hic.h is a direct copy of the origi-la1 
printout, z r e  reduced .;;ith a computer program written by NN2S-%-MSFC for 
cornpa-tibility with the TBFF data acquisition system. 
2.7 DATA ACC?-XACT AXD REPE-4TAEILITY 
In general, a s  i s  the case with any test  facility when the test  instru- 
mentation i s  pushed well beyond the design limits, the accuracies =d repeat- 
abilities fall below a desired level, but the data must still be used sir?cc it 
is a state-of-the-art matter.  Eevelopment work in the a r e a  c,: e-utremely low 
pressure measuring devices is an ongoing prcsject to 2Svance the capabilities 
of this facility. Results to date a r e  extremely encouraging. In the ranges 
for which the present system was desigaed, the day-to-day accuracies and 
A 
repzatabilities were within a le-:el of ' 25% of full scale. There a r e  points 
which ?:lay be found to bc outside this range, but the t rends on any given test  
a r e  ureii-definer'. *:dues. The accuritcy in absolute numbers represents  a vari- 
able quantity . higher pressure levels a r e  the most accurate,  with 
an absolute level of f 1 3 ~ ; ~ .  At the extreme farfield and radial locations tested, 
i 
accuracies of -5060 represent the acceptable l imits for pressure m e a s u r e m ~ n t s  
since the transducers a r e  being operated in an environment beyond their  design 
capability. The heat t ransfer  measurements a r e  considered t o  have closer 
tolerances since, where the heating rates a r e  predicted to  be outside a given 
upper o r  lower limit (depending on several variables), no attempt was made 
to  ,Teasure the values. The heat t ransfer  results. then, a r e  considered t o  
+- be within -20%. 
' - 9  
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Data points found to  be outside the trend of values, particularly on 
plume centerline measurements, can in a l l  probability be attributed t o  impinge - 
ment of mylar diaphragm particles on the heat sensors  and into the p re s su re  
transducers.  
2.8 -4LIGNMEhT ACCURACIES 
Test  hardware was aligned by optical and mechanical means relative 
3 the exit plane of the nozzle being tested. The location tolerances for the 
~ m p a c t  probes and the booster model for the staging impingement tes ts  were  
as  follows: 
Impact Probe 
+ X = -0.125 c m  (10.050 in.) 
+ +- Y = -0.125 cm (-0.050 ir-.) 
t + Z = -0.125 c m  (-0.050 iil.) 
+ 0 + = -0 1 0 m i n  
Booster Model 
+ + X = -0.125 c m  (-0.050 in.) 
+ + Y = -0.125 c m  (-0.050 in.) 
+ + Z = -0.125 c m  (-0.050 in.) 
+ 0 
a = -0 10min  
2-10 
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Section 3 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The results  of this experimental program were obtained in two phases. 
A new n.odcl support system was installed between the end of Phase I and the 
beginning of Phase 11. Installation of the system required a thirty-day shut- 
down of the IBFF during which t ime a 60-channel data acqds i t ion  system was 
also installed. The divisions of each phase a r e  listed below. 
Phase I 
Tes t  019: Plume Surveys at  X/D = 4, 12 and 15 
Tes t  020: Model Lnpingement Tes t s  
Phase 11 
Tes t  021: Plrme Surveys at  X/D = 2,4, 10 and 15 
Test  022: Model Impingemeix Tes t s  
Tes t  024: Plume Surveys at  X/D = 1 and 2 
All p l m e  heating data presented in Figs.  29 through 34 has  been normal- 
2 ized to  a chamber p re s su re  of 386.1 ~ / c r n '  (560 lb/in The booster impingement 
pressure  data a re  presented in Figs. 43 through 90 and the 5ooster impingement 
heating data are  presented in Figs. 91 through 118. The booster heating data were  
2 2 
normalized to a chamber pressure  of 689.5 N/cm (1000 lb/in 1. The actual 
experimentai values a r e  listed in  the applicable data sheets. 
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3.1 PLUME IMPACT PRESSURE SURVEYS 
Anal-fiical predictions of the properties of the plume flow field were 
compared and analyzed with these experimental reaults and published i n  
-. Ref. 23. 
i' The surveys of the plume flow field a r e  listed in  Table 5 and the resu1.t~ 
a r e  listed in Tables 6 through 82. Plots of the plume survey data a r e  shown 1 I i :  
in Figs. 11 through 28. ! 
3.2 BOOSTER IMPINGEMENT DATA 
3 :  ? 
? 
Analytical predictions and analysis of the o r  biter plume impingement 1 - .  ; P I .  
on the booster were compared and analyzed with the experimental results 
and published in Xef. 23. 
The test  conditions and engine configurations to which the booster model 
was subjected a r e  listed in Table 113, and the results a r e  listed in Tables 114 
through 179. Plots of the booster impingement data a r e  shown in Figs, 43 
? ; - 
through 90. '1 1 
Full scale axial force, normal force and pitching moment data which were 
derived from Phase I of the test data a r e  presented in Ref. 25. 
;7 
1 




The complete time history t race of run 6 3 j 0  reveals the typical data 
curves generated by plotting selected output from the digital data acquisition 1 I
, . 
system (Fig. 119). The O2 and H2 charge tubes a r e  charged to their pretest 
pressure of approximately 1300 psia and their output is nulled to  zero. Because 
- 1 
of the method used in calibration, a negatively increasing mlue of counts ; I 
output represents a decreasing pressure from the 1300 psia starting point. 
: 1 
In the case of Fig. 119, which is a reproduction of rlln 63/0, or the dual- 
vertical engine, the net output a t  the average value for  what was considered 
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the test frames, was -930, and -953 counts for the charge tubes. With a 
sensitivity of 1.4245 and 1.4163 psi/count, respectively, the: e represe t a 
net pressure reading of 1357 and 1317 psia. 
The diaphragm rupture occurs in this case at approximately the 51st 
'rame with almost instantaneous response by the instrumentation. Analysis 
of these curves generally begins with an inspection of the chamber pressure 
curve to see if it exhibits a rapid r ise time to  a steady state chamber pressure. 
C O U D ~ L ~  with this observation is an inspection of the O2 and H2 curves to see if 
they indicate a characteristic drop in pressure followed by a subsequent level- 
ing o ,' and if the slopes of the two curves a r e  somewhat ''parallel" to  each 
other. The assumption made during the O2 and Hz curve inspection is that if 
- 
the t w i  curves a r e  relatively flat and parallel then this time frame represents 
one of a constant O/F ratio. Another measurement examined to determine the 
lower limit of test frame data is the PN static pressure curve. Generally 
1 
this curve corresponds to the chamber pressure curve with a possible difference 
occurring in the test frame number associated with the onset of instrument - 
ation response. 
To determine the upper limit of test frame data associated with a pre- 
viously selected test frame range in the f l a ~  portion of the chamber pressure 
curve requires considerable experience and "feel" for the data curves ob- 
tained from the IBFF. For this reason a more general discussion of the 
remaining data analysis will be attempted. To determine the upper test 
frame limit on test data the pressure and temperature curves a r e  examined 
individually to detect the occurrence of reflected shock effects on the test 
data. Remembering that the IBFF is a cylindrical tank 5.5m (1 8 ft) in diam- 
eter with a scaled rocket engine firing f ,r approximately 30 milliseconds, the 
existence of shock waves reflected off the inside walls is a certainty. De- 
pending upon the location of the instrumentation, axially and radially with 
respect to the centerline of the engines, it may be subject to reflected shocks. 
Tbe irfluence, if any, on the data curves will be readily apparent and the test 
fr;  me associated with this disturbance will represent the upper limit of test 
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data for that specific meashrement. The test frames selected for examixatior. 
and determination of the time-averaged value for that measurement will gen- 
erally be in the first level portion, above the tare reading, of that curve. This 
level portion may correspond to the same test frame numbers selected for de- 
termination of the averaqe chamber pressure but generally will be higher test 
frame numbers. This is possible due to the axial range of instrumentation and 
the corresponding response lag between a near and far field measurement. 
The number of test frames selected for determiling the time-averaged value 
of the measurement depends upon the number of frames that correspond to a 
"level" curve and/or whether the cutoff limitation due to reflected shocks was 
encountered. The test frames selected a s  representative of the measurement 
for each pressure were time averaged using a data reduction program developed 
by N-ASA-mFC and compatible with the IBFF rnoasurements. The test frames 
selected for the temperature measurements were determined in a similar 
fashion and coupled with a computer program (Ref. 26) to determine the heating 
rates. 




The reported exper imenta l  tes t  r e su l t s  r ep resen t ,  p r imar i ly ,  two m a j o r  
considerat ions o r  accomplishments.  F i r s t ,  a demonst ra ted  capability for  s h o r t  
-.: 8 durat ion testing of space  shutt le  vehicles during separa t ion  in the Impulse Base  
I Flow Faci l i ty  has  been shown, and secondly these  r e s u l t s  a r e  representa t ive  of the type of ccmple te  s tudies needed t o  verify the analyt ical  predict ions of 
nozzle plume flow fields. 
Some points t o  be cons idered  i n  designing engine hardware  and planning 
I plume lmpingement t e s t s  a r e  a s  f o l l o u ? ~ .  The s m a l l e s t  to l e rances  possible 
should be assigned for engine ha rdware  t o  l imit  nozzle contour variat ions f r o m  
prototype values. After tt.e r ~ r z l e  has  been fabr ica ted ,  the exact  in ternal  
contours should be determined b y ,  for  example,  pouring an  R T V  mold and 
I determinin; the nozzle contocrs  f r o m  a n  optical compara to r ,  Data thus ob- tained can be used a s  input to the specif ic  theore t ica l  model  employed t o  p r e -  
. I dict  the  resulting model  nozzle flow field.  
If myla r  ruptuxe d iaphragms  a r e  employed fo r  shor t  durat ion test ing,  
: I a n  effort  should be made to  a s c e r t a i n  i f  the tlow field is relat ively f r e e  @i 
diaphragm par t ic les .  The  introduction of ally contaminants  f r o m  rupture  
I diaphragms composed of m y l a r  o r  cellophane o r  f r o m  ignition sources  will  appreciably reduce  the l i fe  span of thin f i lm heat t r a n s f e r  gages  and can 
I resul t  in er roneously  high heat t r a n s f e r  measurements .  
Centerl ine probe m e a s u r e m e n t s  of the  plume flowfield(s) w e r e  occa-  
I sionally susceptible to  s e v e r e  par t ic le  impingement,  in some  c a s e s  m y l a r  
pa r t i c l e s  w e r e  fo-md lodged in the p r e s s u r e  t ransdncel -s ,  In s e v e r a l  c a s e s  
I the thin f i lm contoured heat  s e n s o r s  suffered e r o s i v e  pitting of the  pyrex 
subs t ra t e  and platinum sens ing s t r ig .  
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Occasionally the heat sensors in the rake swveys and the contoured 
heat sensors experienced a change in resistance (heating rate) greater than 
1-000 ohms from predictions. In these cases the predicted resistance change 
was generally an order cf &magnitude less than the sensor was capable of with- 
standing. When these sensors were examined, a completely eroded platinum 
strip a2d severely pittf-:d pyrex substrate were. found. Co~iversations with 
Cornell Aero~autical Laboratories, hc., (Ref. 27) indicate that this is not zn 
unusual occurrence and replacement of the -i;h;n film gages with calorimeter 
type gages eliminated their erosion problem. 
During the latter portion of Phase LI plgme surveys, the IBFF per io~ne l  
were able to ignite the propellants by an adiabatic compression process that 
elevated the propellant mixture to the ignition temperature without the use of 
an igniter. Since only pressure measwements were being monitored dur'mg -7 . 1 . 
.i 
x 
this sequence It is to, early to assess the effect of removing a potential con- - ; 
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LiST G F  TABLES 
Table 
1 Equivslent Orbiter  Xozzle Contour (4 -242% Scale) 
: Orbiter  Baseline Nozzle Contour (3% Scale) 
3 Typical  Run Log - IBFF  Calibration Data 
4 Typical Program Outpui Listing 
5 Plume Impact P r e s s u r e  Surveys 
IBFF 3 5  GENERAL DYNAMICS BOOSTER/SEPARATION 
IhWIXGCMEST TEST (PLUME DEFINITION) 
S :I? = 1.0 Zquivalent Engine, Run 64/2 
S.'Z! = 1.S EquiLale3: Engine, Run 65/0 
X D = 1 Zquivalent Engine, Run 66JO 
XJD = 1.0 a u i v a l e x t  L g i n e ,  Run 67/0 
X/D = 1.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 72/2  
S'D = !.O Dual -fert ical  Configuration, Run 73/3 
SjD = 1.0 Duaf Vertical Configuration, Run 74/3 
X,;n = i.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 7510 
X,;D = 1.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 68/1 
S,'G = 1.0 Dual t!orizontal Configuration, Run 69/0 
X r'D = 1 .O Duai Horizontal Configuration, Run 71/0 
X/'G = 1.0 Dual Horizontal Com'iguration, Run ?O/O 
S i3 = 2.0 Equivalent Enginc. Run 1/0 
S,'D = 2.0 Equivalent Ecginc, Run 2/0 
:<,in = 2.0 Equivalent Engine, Rcn 3/0 
S,/D = 2.0 Eqcivalent Enqinc, R u n  3/1 
X,'D = 2.G Equivalent Engine, Run 76/0 
X,/D = 2.0 Zquivalent Engine, Run 77/0 
X/D = 2.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 34/O 
XjD = 2.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 35/1 
X/D = 2.0 Dual Vcrtical Configuration, Pun 36/0 
X/C = 2.0 Dual Vertical Conftgurat!on, Run 78/0 
Page 
A-  1 
A-2  
A - 3 
A-4 
k - 5 
LIST OF TABLES (Continued) 
X.'D - 2.0 Dual Vertical Configcration, Run 79/0 
S.;D = 2.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 37/9 
X f I )  = 2.0 Dual H o r i ~ o n t a l  Configuration, Run 33/@ 
X.'D = 2.6 Zual Horizontal Configuration, Run 39/1 
X i D  - 2.0 Oual Horizofital Configuration, Run 80/1 
S , ? D  = 2.0 Dual Horizoritai Configuration, Run 81/0 
XI;D = 4.1; Equivalent Engine, Run 4/0 
X/D = 4.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 5/0 
X/D = 4.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 6/0 
X/D = 4.0 Equivalent Engine, Ram 47/1 
S/9 = 4.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 6j . l  
X/D = 4.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Rcn 5/O 
X,!D = 4-0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 3 1/0 
X/D = 4.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 32/0 
XJD = 4.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 33/0 
X/D = 4.3 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 49/0 
X/D = 4.0 Gual Horizontal Configuration, Run 48/0 
X/D = 4.0 D u d  Morizcru'al Configuration, Run 40/0 
XJD = 4.3 Dual Eorizontal Configuration, Ran 4L/O 
X/D = 4-0 Dual Horizcntz.1 Configuration, I i~m 42/0 
X J T ,  = 4.0 Dual Forizontal Configuration, RUE 410 
X/D I- 10.0 Equivalent Engine, Run i / 0  
X/D = 10.0 Eqnlivalent Engine, Run 8/C 
X/D = 10.0 Equivalent Eilgine, Run 9/i 
X/D = 10.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 10/0 
X/D = 10.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 27/0 
X/D = 10.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 2810 
X/D = 10.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Rm 29/0 
X/D = 10.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 30/0 
X/';> = 10.0 Dual Horizontal Configuzation, Run 43/0 
X/D = 10.0 Dual Horizontal Configcration, Run 44/0 
X/D = 10.0 Dual Horizontal Ccnfiguration, Run 4S1 
X/D = 10.0 Dual Hsrizontal Configuration, Run 46/0 
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S/D = 12.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 58/0 
S/'D = 12.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 6210 
X/D = 12.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 63/0 
X/D = 12.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Rlin 60 /0  
X/D = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, ,Pun 1/5 
X/D = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 1/6 
X/D = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 50/0 
X/D = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 15/0 
XI/D = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, R m  16/0 
X/D = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 17/0 
X!D = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, Run !8/0 
X/'D = 15.0 Dual ver t ical  Configuration, Run 2/0 
S,JD = 15.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 56/0 
XID = 15.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Sun 57/0 
X/D T 15.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 51 f 0 
S/D = 15.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 52/0 
X/D = 15.5 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 53/0 
X/D = 15.0 Dual Horizontd Coniiguration, Run 54/3 
X/D = 15.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 51/0 
X/D = 15.0 Dual Horizontal C~nfigurat ion,  itun 3/1 
X/C = 15.0 Dull  Horizontal Configuration, Run 54/0 
X/D = 15.0 Dual Horizontal Coniiguration, R u  55/0 
PI*... , rmpact Heating Rate Surveys 
IBFF 3'5 GENERAL DYNAMICS BOOSTER/SEPP RATION 
IMPINGEMENT TEST (PLUME DEFINITION) 
84 X/D = 4.0 Equivalent Engine, RLAI 6/0 
85 X/D = 4.0 Dzal Vertical Coafiguration, Run 5/0 
86 X:D = 1.0 Dual Horixontal Configurat~on, Run 4/0 
87 X/D = 10.0 Equivalent Engine, Run 11/0 
88 X/D = 10.0 Equivaleiit Engine, Run 11/1 
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A - 82 
A - 83 
PL - 64 
A-13 
A-86 
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LIST OF TABLES (Continuer1 \ 
?'ab?c 
90 X/D = 13.0 Equ~valent Ehgine, Run 13/0 
91 X/D = 10.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 25/0 
92 S!D = 10.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 26/0 
$3 X.ID = 10.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 4?/0 
94 s/D = 1 C  -0 Dua? Horizontal Configuration, Run 48;O 
95 XID = 12.0 Eqcivalent Engine, Run 58/0 
96 X/D = 12.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 60/0 
97 X!D = 15.0 Equivalent Ecgine, Run 1,/5 
98 X/D = I f  -0 Equivaieni S ~ g i r e ,  Run 1/6 
99 X/3 = ! 5 .!I Equivalent Engine, Run i 5,  3 
100 Xjn = 15.0 Equivalent Engine, R.;n 52//0 
10 1 X,'. = 15 .C) Equivalent Engine, Run 53/0 
102 :xi;? = 15.6 Equivalent Engine, Run 14/0 
103 X/D = 15.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 2/0 
104 X/'D = 15.0 Dual Vertical Configbration, Run 23/0 
105 X/D = 15.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 2410 
i06 X/C = i5.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 25/0 
107 X / 3  = 15.0 Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 26/0 
108 X/D = 15.9 Dual Horizontal Ccnfiguration, Run 3/1 
109 X/D = l5.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 49/0 
1 10 X/D = 15.0 Dual Horizontal Configuratio~, Run 50/0 
1 1 1 X/D = 15.0 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 54/0 
112 X/D = 15.0 Dual Eorizontal Configuration, R a n  55/9 
113 Booster Imp-ingement Tes t  Conditions 
TEST POSITION 2 
114 Squivalen.; Engine, Run 10/0 
1 1 5 Eq uivaleni: Engine, Run 1 1 /0 
1 16 Equivalent Engine, Run 13/0 
117 EquivalentEngine, Run59/0 
118 Equivalent Engine, Run 60/0 
1 19 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 14/1 
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LIST O F  TABLES (Contkued) 
Table J 120 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Rurr 15/0 
12 1 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 17/1 
TEST POSITION 4 
122 Equivalent Engine, Run 45/0 
TEST POSITION 5 
I 123 Equivalent Engine, Run 40/0 1 ZS Equivalent Engae ,  Run 4110 
1 125 Equivalent Engine, Run 42/0 126 Equivalent Engine, Run 8710 
127 Equivaient Engine, RUE 88/0 
I : 28 Dual Horizonttl Configuration, Run 18/1 
1 29 Dm1 Horizontal Configuration, Run 19/0 
130 Dual i!orizontal Configuration, Run 20/0 
TEST POSITION 8 
13 1 Dual Horizontal Cozzfiguration, Run 31;l 
132 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 32/0 
133 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 33/0 
TEST POSITION 1 1  
134 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 29/0 
1 3 5 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 30/0 
TEST POSITIOS 14 
136 Eqliivalent Engine, Run 43/ 1 
137 Equivalent Engine, Run 44/1 
I 138 D u a l  Horizontal Configuration, Run 21/1 139 Qua1 Iiorizontal Configuration, Run 22/0 
I TEST POSITION 15 140 EquivalentEngine, Run27/0 
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Equivalent Engine, Run 28/0 
Equivalent Engine, Run 28/1 
Equivalent Engine, Run 96/~ 
Equivalent Engine, Run 96/1 
Equivalent Engine, Sun 55/1 
Equivalent Engine, Run 56 /?  
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 80/1 
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 81/1 
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 25/0 
Dual Horizortal Configuration, Run 2610 
TEST POSITION 17 
Equivalent Er-gine Configuration, Run 7?;0 
Equivalent Engine Configuration, Run 79/1 
Dual Hcrizontal Configuration, Run 23/1 
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 24/0 
Cual Horizontal Configuration, Run 78/0 
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 78/1 
Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 63/0 
Dual Vertical Cocfiguration, Run 64/0 
TEST'POSITION 29 
- 
Equivalent Engine, Run 95/0 
Equivalent Engine, Run 95/1 
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 34/0 
Dual Horizon*al Configuration, Run 35/ 1 
Dual Hor i zon t~ l  Configuration, Run 94/0 
Dual Horizontal Configuratim, Run 94/i 
Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 93/0 
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LIST OF TABLES (Concluded) 
TEST POSITION 30 
Equivalent Engine Configuration, -. Run 84/0 
Equivalent Engine Configuration, Run 84/1 
Equivalent Engine Configuration, Run 37/0 
D ~ a l  Horizontal Configuration, Run 36/0 
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 9?/0 
Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 97/1 
Dual Vertical Configuration, Run 83/0 
iha l  Vertical Configuration, Run 83/1 
TEST POSITION 31 
176 Equivalent Engine, Run 39/0 
177 Quivalent Engine, Run 86/0 
178 Equivalent Engine, Run ~ 5 / 1  
179 Dual Horizontal Configuration, Run 38/0 
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1 Table 113 
1 BOOSTER LMPINGEMENT TEST CONDITIONS 









































































































































































































Table 1 13 (Continued) 1 
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Fig. 15 - Radial Dirtribution of the Pitot Total Frerrure in the Orbiter Main Engine 
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Fig. 17 - Radial Distribution of the Pitot Total Prtraure in the Orbiter Main Engine 
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Fig.  18 -Radial Distributi~n of the Pitot Total Pressure in the Orbiter Main Engine Exhaust 
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Fig. 19 -Radial Distribution of the Pitot Total Presrure in the Orbiter Main Engine Exhaust 
Plume at X/D = 4 from the Engine Exit Plane (Horitontal Engine Arrangement) 
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Fig. 20 - Radia l  Distribution o f  the Pitot Total Preesure  in the Orbiter Main Engine 
Exhaust Plume at X/D = 10 from the Engine Exit Plane (Equivalent Engine) 
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Fig. 23 - Radial Distribution of the Pitot Total Prearure in the Orbiter 
Main Engine Exhaust Plumo at X/D = 12 from the Engine Exit 
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Fig. 24 - Radial Distribution of the Pitot Total Presrure in the Orbiter Main 
Engine Exhaurt Plume at X/D = 12 from the Engine Exit Plane 
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Fig. 27 - Radial Distribution of the Pitot Total Pressure in the Orbiter Main Engine 
Exhaust Plume at X/D = 15  from the Engine Exit Plane (Vertical Engine 
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Fig.  28 - Radia l  Distribution of the Pitot Total Pressure  in the Orbiter Main 
Engine Exhaust Plume at X/D = 1 5  from the Engine Exit Pla1,e 
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LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH 6. ENGINEERING CENTER 
,,,: , .,c ;-st-, pAj(.;\,: l<I,:\%K ~ ~ l d l ' b ~ '  LMSC -HREC D22 5839 
B-41 
LOCKHEED - HUNTSYILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
B-43 
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
NOTE: a =inclination of orbiter engine 
centerline with respect to the 
booster fuselage centerline 
D = exit diameter of  the Teat 
equiv POS. 
equivalent engine, 5.i186 in. 
\ 
,- Locatlon of Orbit  e l  Main Erlg~~lt .  
Fig.  41 - Engine Booster Rslative Test Positions / 
B-44 
NOTE: All dimensions in incher 
/ Fin / 
Typic.?! L,ocaraon of Engine(@) 
I 7 
Sketch of Boorter Geometry 







I '% Vertical Engine Arraagernent 
Exit Plane 
Sketch of Engine Ar rar gement 
- -
I'ig.  42 - Sketc' of Model Geometry and Engine Arrangement 
LOCKHEED HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH r ElYOlNEERllSO CENTER 
t.*.-- .. . - . -  -* -ma,, 
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A:lgle from Vertical, t#~ (der:) 
Fig.  43 - Impingement Pressure  Distributior~ q i  *t 1 t t i. Eooster E'uselage 
at Station 87.12 (Tes t  P o s .  2) 
Angle from Vertical., 4 (deg) 
- .  
> .  , 44 -1mpingemect Presrrlre Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 90.12 (Test Pos. 2) 
LMSC-HREC D225839 
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Angle from Vertical, 6 (deg) 
F ig .  45 -Impingem fit Preeeure Distribution over the Booeter Fuselage 
at Station 93.12 (Teet Pos. 2) 
LMSC-HREC D22 5839 
PO.. (dcg) Config. Exper. 
20 30 40 5 0 
Angle from Vertical, 6 (deg) 
Fig. 46 Impingement Pressure Dirtribution over the Booete r Fu-elage 
at Station 96.12 (Teat Poa. 2) 
20 30 40 50 00 
Angle from Vertical,  4 (deg) 
Fig. 47 - Impingement Pressure  Distribution ov -- th: Bnoater Fuselage 
at Station 99.12 (Test  Pos. 2) 
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P l u m e  Boundary - 
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Skmtch of Relative Ortentatton B c t v r m  the Boomtrr 
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Angle from Vertical,  4 (deg) 
Fig.  48 - Impingement Preaeure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
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End Vtcw of Fussne Arrangrmc**l 
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Shock Wavr 
- Plume Cbundary - 
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S b t c h  of Re1atI.r Orientation Br twr rn  the h a t e r  
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Angle from Vertical, t$ (deg) 
! Fig.  49 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Sl~selage 







Hor~aontal  Etlutnv 
End VICW of E n g ~ n e  Arrangrn>cvt 
Plume Boundary 
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Mod01 and the Orbiter Enp~nc 
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Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg) 
Fig. 50 - Impingement Pressure  Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
a~ Station 107.12 (Test  90s. 2) 
Distance Along Fuse'age at  6 = 0 Degrees  ( in . )  
LMSC-HREC D225b39 
Fig. 5 1 - 1mpinge.nent Press l i re  Distribution Along Fuse lage  Stagnation Line 
( T e s t  P o s .  2) 
B-54 1 
LMSC-HREC D225839 
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Ver t i ca l  Dis tance  Along D o r s a l  F i n ,  L (in.) 
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Fig .  52 - Impingement  P r e s s u r e  Dis t r ibu t ion  Along D o r s a l  F i n  Leading 
Edge ( T e s t  P o s .  2 )  
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Fig .  53 - Impingement P r e s s u r e  Distr ibution Along the Dorsa l  F i n  
Chord  (Tes t  P o s .  2 )  
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Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg.  ) 
Fig. 5 4  - Impingement Pressure Distribution over .e Booster Fuselage 
at Station 102.12 (Test Pos. 4) 
LMSC -k!REC D225839 




Angle from Vertical, d(deg) 
Fig. 55 - Impingement Prerrure Distribution over the Booster Fusela, 
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Fig.  56 - Impingement Pressure Di s'ribution over the Booster Fuselage 
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F ig .  57 -Impingement Pressure Distributioa Along the  Dorsal Fin 
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Distance Along Dorsal Fin Chord at L = 8.13 Inches (in.  ) 
Fig. 58 - Impingement Pressure  Distribution Along the Dorsal Fin Chord 
(Test Pos .  4)  
LMSC-HREC D225839 
Fig. 59 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the  Booster Fuselage 
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Fig. 60 - Impingement P r e s s u r e  Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 93.12 (Test  Poa. 5 and Tes t  Pos. 8) 
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Fig. 61 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
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Sketch of  Relative O r ~ e n u t t o n  Between the Booetcr 
Modal and the O r b ~ t e r  Enline 
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Fig. 62 - Impingement Prr ssure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 99.12 (Test Poe. 5 and Teet Pos. 8) 
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Sk,.tch o[ R e l a t ~ v e  Orientation Between the Boomtrr 
Model and the Orbiter Ennine 
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Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg) 
Fig. 63 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 102.12 (Test Pos. 5 and Test Pos.  8) 
B-66 
LMSC -HREC D22 5839 
Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg) 
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Fig. 64 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
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End V ~ e u  of E I I ~ I I I ~  Arrangrmct~l  
Sketch of R e l a t ~ v e  O r i e n U t ~ o n  Between the B o o l t r r  
Model and the Orbiter Enulne 
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F i g .  65 - Imningement  P r e s s u r e  Dis t r ibu t ion  Along F u s e l a g e  S tagna t ior  L ine  
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End V ~ e w  of E ~ i g ~ r l r  Arrangemet11 
Sk. tch of R e l a t ~ v c  Oriantatton Between the Booelrr  
MoArl and the O r b i t r r  Enpinr 
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I Vertical  Distance Along Dorsal  Fin ,   in-) 
Fig.  66 - Impingement P r e s s u r e  Distribution Along Dorsa l  Fin Leading Edge 
(Tes t  Posi t ions 5 and 8) 
B-69 
Distance Along Dorsal Fin Chord at L = 8.13 Inches ( in .  ) 
Fig .  67 - Impingement P r e s s u r e  Distribution Along Dorsal  
Fin Chord (Test  Pos. 5 and Teat Poe .  8) 
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Sketch of Relative Orientation Detwccn thr Raomtrr 
Model and the Orbi ter  P n g ~ n c  
Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg) 
Fig. 68 -Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 102.12 (Test Pos. 1 1  and Test Pos. 14) 
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Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg) 
Fig .  69 - Impingement Pressure  Digtribution over the Rooster Fuselage 
at Station 105.12 (Test  Poe.  1 1  and Test  Pos .  14) 
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Fig. 70 -Impingement Prereur- Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 107.12 (Teat Pos. 1 1  and Test Pos. 14) 
Vertical Di stance Along Dorsal Fin, L(in. ) 
Fig.  7 1 - Impingement Pressure Distribution Along the Dorsal Fin 
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Fig. 72 - Impingement Preesure Distribution Along the Dorsal Fin Chord 
(Teet Pos. 1 1  and Test Poe. 14) 
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F ig .  73 - Impingement P r e s s u r e  Distribution over the Booster  Fuselage 
a t  Station 93.12 (Test  Pos .  15) 
LMSC-HREC D225839 
Angle from Vertical. + (deg) 
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Fig. 74 - Impingement P r e s s u r e  Distributiol? over the Booster Fuselage 
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Fig.  75 - Impingerrlent Pressure Distribdtion over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 99.12 (Test Pos. 15) 
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Fig. 76 - Impingement P re s su re  Dietribution over the Booster Fuselage 
a t  Station 102.12 (Test Pos.  15) 
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Fig. 77 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
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Fig. 78 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 107.12 (Teet Po3. 15)  
Distance Along Fuselage at rj = 0 Degrees,(in. ) 
Fig. 79 - Impingement Pressure Distribution Along Fuselage Stagnation i,ine 
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Fig. 80 - Impingement Pressure Distribution along the Dorsal Fin 
Leading Edge (Test P38. 15) 
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Fig. 81 - Impingement Pressure Distribution along the Dorsal 
Fin Chord (Test Po6. 15) 
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Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg) 
Fig. 82 - Impingement Pressure Cistribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 107.12 (Test Positions 17 ~ .nd  29) 
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Fig .  83 - Impingement Pressure  Distribution A l o n ~  the Dorsal Fin 
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Fig.  84 - ITY gingement Pressure Distribution Along the Dorsal Fin Chord 
(Test Pos. 17 and Test  Poe. 29) 
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Fig. 85 - Impinsernen 'ressure Di~tribution Along the Dorsal Fin 
Leading E d ~ e  (Test Pos.  30) 
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Dirtance Along Dorral Fin Chord at L = 8.13 Inches (in. ) 
Fig. 86 - Impingement Prerrure Dirtribution Along the Doreal Fin Chord 
(Test  Poe. 30) 
B-89 
Angle from Vertical, 4 (deg) 
Fig.  87 - Impingement Pressure Distribution over the Booster Fuselage 
at Station 105.12 (Tert Pos. 31) 
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Fig. 88 - Impingement Presrure  Distribution over  the Sooste r E'uec-lagc 
at Station 107.12 (Test  Poa. 3 1 )  
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Fig. 89 - Impingement Prerrure Distribution Along Dorsal Fin Leading Edge 
(Tert Por. 31) 
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Fig. 90 - Impingement Pressure  Distribution Along Dorsal Fin Chord 
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Fig. 91 - Heat Transfer Distribution over Fuselage 
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Fig. 92 - Heat T rans f e r  Distribution over Fuselage 
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Fig.  93 - Heat Transfer Distribution over Fuselage 
at Station 100.62 (Test P o s .  2) 
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Fig. 94 - Heat  Transfer Distribution Along Fuselage Stagnation Lline (Test Pos. 2) 
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Fig. 95 - Heat Transfer Distribution Along Dorsal Fin Leading Edge (Test Pos ,  2)  I 
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C) c PC = Combustion A m b e r  Pressure (psia) 3 
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